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About This Game

Terra Lander is a homage to the classic early days of arcade retro, we hope you enjoy!

Navigate the player to the landing pad through twenty increasingly dif 5d3b920ae0

Title: Terra Lander
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
DM Media, Dark Computer Entertainment Ltd.
Publisher:
Funbox Media Ltd
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2015

English

terralander 2012. quad terralander. terra lander. terralander atv. terra lander 800 cc. mondial terralander 800. terra lander 800 cc
4x4. cf625 terra lander. mondial terra lander 300 atv. moto terralander. mondial terra lander 300 fiyat. terra lander 625. atv terra
lander 200. terra lander 625 yedek para. terra lander 625 fiyat. terra lander 625 yakt tketimi. terra lander 200. terra lander 300
4x4 atv. cf moto terralander 625. mondial terra lander 300 yedek para. atv terralander 625. lander na terra. natalie lander terra.
sahibinden mondial terra lander 300 4x4. terra x lander

Recommended on sale. This needs a map editor / workshop for people to contribute better level designs. (or else the dev. needs
to improve it.) As-is (late 2016), it's worth maybe $2 on sale. But if there was more selection of good level designs it could be
worth the full $6 price (and I'd update my review). Until the level availability is improved just play the demo or get it on sale. It
starts out good, but then very suddenly gets very annoyingly way too hard, too soon. not a smooth progression. the fun just slams
to a sudden halt rather than gradually becoming more challenging. Unfortunately the lack of progression can't be seen in the
Demo. The first few levels are quite easy and fast (once you get used to the basic control) and you'll get through them in maybe
2 attempts. Then at Level 6, "Gauntlet of the Gods" it abruptly gets more than 10x harder and you'll burn up an hour repeating
the same level over and over. Then it's time to uninstall because the repetition of getting farther through it inch by inch on each
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replay is too grindy, and be glad you only spent $2 for a 6 level game. There should be a gradual increase in interesting
challenges of fuel management, navigation, and shooting. It's basically a remake of some of the earliest oldschool moon landers,
but with shooting added, and other embellishments, which does make it more interesting & fun. The voice is simply annoying
and repetitive, not actually amusing. But you can turn the volume way down. The music works well with it.. Recommended on
sale. This needs a map editor / workshop for people to contribute better level designs. (or else the dev. needs to improve it.) As-
is (late 2016), it's worth maybe $2 on sale. But if there was more selection of good level designs it could be worth the full $6
price (and I'd update my review). Until the level availability is improved just play the demo or get it on sale. It starts out good,
but then very suddenly gets very annoyingly way too hard, too soon. not a smooth progression. the fun just slams to a sudden
halt rather than gradually becoming more challenging. Unfortunately the lack of progression can't be seen in the Demo. The first
few levels are quite easy and fast (once you get used to the basic control) and you'll get through them in maybe 2 attempts. Then
at Level 6, "Gauntlet of the Gods" it abruptly gets more than 10x harder and you'll burn up an hour repeating the same level over
and over. Then it's time to uninstall because the repetition of getting farther through it inch by inch on each replay is too grindy,
and be glad you only spent $2 for a 6 level game. There should be a gradual increase in interesting challenges of fuel
management, navigation, and shooting. It's basically a remake of some of the earliest oldschool moon landers, but with shooting
added, and other embellishments, which does make it more interesting & fun. The voice is simply annoying and repetitive, not
actually amusing. But you can turn the volume way down. The music works well with it.. Wow. simple but not easy. Great
game! I can't stop just giving it one more go.. no direction for gun dosn't fire half the time. Indy gaming sinks to new lows with
this ripoff of Moon Lander from decades ago. You can play this kind of game for free in Flash or in a web browser.. CAN BE
BOUGHT! Well you get what you see, a lightwight flying-2D-flying simulator. Unexpected, that this game has nice controll and
realy a gameplay that make fun for some time. If you like the graphics you can buy it.. Really fun little game. Works well on a
game pad & has lovely particle effects. Reminds me so much of old Amiga game. Having the Blue Danube Waltz in the
background is fun & keeps you feeling like you are maneuvering a ship out of 2001 even though its just a simple game. Honesty
you won't regret buying this one.. bizzarly addictive, if only i could change what the robot voice says when you lose would be
hilarious, also a way to change controls and maybe power ups and a level editor.. It's like the old school Lunar Lander, but with
weapons (always wanted that)!!! The vector style graphics and awesome robotic voice make this a nostalgic blast!!! A+ on this
game designers. Would like to see an update that allows different background music choices.
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